
All items retained in the inventory of the 

Organization shall be disposed of by the 

PMO  pursuant to financial rule 105.22, 

the manner of disposal shall include:

1. retention for use by the Organization 

(e.g. loaned out for educational or 

display purposes)

2. donation

3. sale *

4. discard

*proceeds donated to Memorial Fund
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Flow Chart for GIFTS
(The annotations refer to relevant paragraphs of ST/AI/2010/1)

PMO= property management official (

AO= administering official (

ST/AI/2010/1 Reporting, retaining and disposing of honours, decorations, 

favours, gifts or remuneration from governmental and non-governmental 

sources

SM= All staff members
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Does it have a legitimate business 

purpose?

- Seek USG/DM approval 

- have OICT set up 

- include in inventory 

- issue

yes

This decision tree 

will apply to most 

physical gifts

This decision tree 

will apply to 

honours or awards

Does the item fall under my 

delegated authority to dispose?
Dispose pursuant to 

OCSS/PMO instructions
yes

no
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